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The evolution of China’s energy demand
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Creation of CNOOC - China’s first
state owned oil company

Creation of Sinopec

Creation of CNPC

Production peaks
at Shengli oil field

China produces its first
barrel of overseas crude 

Construction begins on the
Three Gorges Dam - the world’s

largest hydropower project

Creation of the National
Electricity Corporation

CNPC and Sinopec restructured, 
creating two vertically integrated

oil companies

Production peaks at
Daqing oil field

China enters
the WTO

Electricity sector reformed with
creation of two distribution and

five power generation companies

Three Gorges Dam begins
generating electricity

West-East gas pipeline
begins commercial operation

China announces $586 billion
fiscal stimulus

Start of the global
financial crisis

Creation of China Energy Investment Corp,
the world’s largest power utility

China becomes the world’s largest
market for electric vehicles

Coal consumption falls
for the first time in 16 years

China’s installed wind and solar
capacity overtakes the US

First Chinese investment
in US shale oil

China becomes the world’s
largest crude oil importer

China becomes world’s second
largest LNG importer

First imports of crude oil through
the China-Myanmar pipeline

First deliveries of ESPO crude 
through the Russia-China pipeline

First imports of oil through the China -
Kazakhstan oil pipeline

 
First imports of LNG at Guangdong

Dapeng terminal

China becomes a net importer
of crude oil 

China becomes the world’s largest vehicle market

China becomes the world’s largest energy consumer

China becomes a net
importer of coal First imports of natural gas

through the China-Myanmar pipeline
First imports of natural
gas through the Central

Asian Gas Pipeline

Largest ever rise in crude imports as domestic production declines

Independent refiners given the right to import crude oil
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